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Many hospitals have switched to electronic records but emergency medical services continue
to use some paper-based reports. Ambulances that have electronic-based systems use them only
internally because they are not integrated with hospitals’ systems. This study investigated problems
with paper and computer-based reports, and transferring patients and their information from an
ambulance to the emergency department. Emergency medical technicians were interviewed using
qualitative methods. After coding and analyzing their answers, results showed that all emergency
medical technicians would like to see a change from paper to electronic transfer of information and
that it was difficult to write the report while riding in the back of an ambulance. Following the first
part of the study, a quantitative study was performed. An electronic version of a paper report was
created and first responders took a survey on the differences between the paper and electronic forms.
Results showed that electronic version is better for collecting the information, delivering it to the
hospital and is easier to complete. Implementations of this work could make collecting information
easier and faster and improve patient care. In the future, this electronic patient care report could
integrate with hospitals’ information systems which would reduce patient handover time.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Health informatics is a trending topic. Today, generally the exchange of medical
information is conducted electronically. Most medical records are stored electronically with easily
accessible information. However, a big exception/problem in a system of electronic medical
records is the patient care handover from the emergency medical technicians (EMTs) to the
hospital personnel (Marcia Frellick, 2016). Currently, most EMT patient care hand-off information
is paper based (Starmer et al., 2014). This research focused on the paper-based quick reference
sheet filled out by dispatched emergency medical technicians (EMTs). The EMT quick reference
sheet has multiple sections, which include: 1) medical care providers’ information; 2) patient’s
personal information; 3) medication given to the patient; 4) vitals data; 5) other work completed
during the call; and 6) a notes section. Currently, everything on the form is hand-written on a
regular size sheet of paper. Some sections have check-boxes or lines where information can be just
checked off or filled in with additional space for writing out the details of each call. An image of a
paper report is available in the Appendix as Figure A as well as figure 1 within the text. It is
important to note that after writing information from each call on a paper report, the same
information is then typed up for the electronic patient care report (PCR) with an addition of
detailed explanations.
When emergency medical services (EMS) arrive on a scene for a medical call, they have
numerous tasks to accomplish. Besides caring for the patient, EMTs are required to fill out a paperbased quick reference sheet that they later give to the staff in the emergency department (ED).
Furthermore, they must call the hospital and give basic information about the patient to a nurse.
Usually it is difficult to read the paper report because it is written in the back of the ambulance
while they are rushing to the hospital. Moreover, the ED does not see the report with the patient’s
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information until EMTs arrive and hand-off the report. Additionally, the nurse who received
information via phone from the EMT may not be the same as the attending nurse in the ED;
therefore, the report must be repeated. In cases when hospitals are hectic, there is a delay in
transferring the patient’s information so it must be repeated several times to different people.
Furthermore, in many instances there is no hospital staff to receive the information and it is
therefore lost. After completing the patient transfer process, EMTs must complete a computer
based report that contains identical information to the paper report but in more depth. Everything
that was written down must be augmented and typed into a computer system which is not
connected to the receiving hospital. Based on the aforementioned issues, transfers of patients result
in data loss, time delays, and miscommunication thereby decreasing patient care (Duckworth,
2016). If quick reference sheets and patient care reports were sent electronically from an ambulance
to the hospital, then patients’ outcomes may be enhanced.
Numerous research studies have been conducted on patient care hand offs form a nurse-tonurse perspective (Currie, 2002; Scovell, 2010), a doctor’s perspective (Ye, McD Taylor, Knott,
Dent, & MacBean, 2007), in-hospital staff (Owen, Hemmings, & Brown, 2009) or general
handover research studies which suggest the use of technology for patient handoffs (Meisel et al.,
2015). However, little is known from the perspective of EMTs about the procedures for transferring
patients to the hospital (Yong, Dent, & Weiland, 2008). Discovering more from the EMT
perspective can aid in improving patient care. It is crucial to know first-responders’ experiences
and opinions. Their obligations and responsibilities with paperwork are an important aspect of the
patient care process. A review of the literature indicates that there is limited to nonexistent research
performed on a paper-based quick reference sheet and patient care reports from the EMT
perspective. To address this gap, the first study employs qualitative methods to reveal issues and
challenges with the current paper-based process.
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The second part of the study incorporated an electronic version of the quick reference sheet.
We created a windows universal app that represents and looks almost exactly like the paper form.
Some fields are/can be automatic (like today’s date, Medics names, unit number, call number, age,
time1, time2, etc.) and some are scroll through or need to be only tapped on to be checked. When
first responders were surveyed for their opinions on using electronic form rather than the paper
form, responses were in favor of the electronic form. Their answers indicate that if electronic quick
reference sheets are implemented as main form for collecting patients’ information, the whole
process would be done quicker, there would be less data loss and miscommunication issues,
patients could be admitted faster and, moreover, patients’ outcomes would improve. Eventually,
data from the eQRS (electronic quick reference sheet) could merge with EMS systems and the
electronic Patient Care Report that they must also complete could be mostly populated from eQRS.
This work has practical implications for the health informatics field, medical professionals
and patients by uncovering factors that can help assist with improving the efficacy and
transparency of patient information electronically. The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows: review of the literature, the qualitative study, methodology, and results, quantitative study,
methodology, and results, ending with a discussion and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
HANDOVER OF PATIENTS
Emergency departments either do not have a system to issue reports while patients are being
assessed in the hospital or the system that they have are not able to distribute a report due to delay
in processing (Shelton & Sinclair, 2016b). When it comes to distribution of emergency medical
services reports, there are two different processes that occur. The first is produced by paramedics
and transmitted to the emergency department by fax. The second requires clerical staff to issue the
fax report. In both cases, there are many factors that cause delays in producing a patient care report.
The information transfer may become highly degraded at the moment of handoff from
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) to the emergency department. The quality of care is greatly
dependent on the transfer of patient information. Challenging environment errors occur frequently
and have considerable impact on patient care. In order to be successful, EMS handoffs must rapidly
and precisely convey information. However, verbal transfer is often only half accurate. The
comparison of retained data and an external observer`s objective assessment is, therefore, of the
utmost importance. Panchal’s research (2015) was based on the following parameters: high acuity
patients, patient arrival by EMS and external observers trained to evaluate the interaction. Trained
observers recorded the communication between EMS and ED staff, their perception of the care
transfer and evaluated the level of professionalism during the interaction. Collected data included
heart rate, blood pressure, allergies and other points defined as crucial to patient care. The
observers underwent a full training in order to be able to understand and pay attention to these key
data points. If less than 75% of vitals or demographic data was transferred, the handoff was defined
as poor patient transfer. When it comes to EMS and ED providers’ evaluation of quality, the results
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showed that absence of vital signs or demographics from the report was not as influential as the
perceived professionalism. On the other hand, trained observers’ evaluation was influenced by the
presence or absence of vital signs or demographics (Panchal et al., 2015). Good handovers are
associated with continuity of patient care, improvements in patient safety and decision making
(Wood, 2015).
Cheung et al. (2010) as well as Francis et al. (2010) talk about the importance of the patient
handoff process. During the transition between healthcare providers, the authors point out some
errors that often occur: information is provided in disorganized manner, incorrect or incomplete
information is passed, on the other side the information is misunderstood, key points are forgotten.
Cheung’s study identified four stages of the handoff: pre-turnover time, arrival, meeting, and postturnover time. During these stages, unavoidable errors may occur like a language barrier or
uncertain diagnosis but when using the computer-assisted handoff method as proposed model, it
seems that other problems could be solved. Cheung et al. suggest using electronic health records
because of several advantages over paper methods: first, functionality (like asking user for specific
information and improving compliance that way), second, providing templates and their upgrades,
third, helping with information retrieval, and lastly, monitoring handoffs. Providing detailed
information through electronic channels will allow handoffs to be focused more on integrated
patient assessments rather than information exchange, is indicated as the biggest benefit (Cheung et
al., 2010).
Benham-Hutchins and Effken (2010) also studied patient handoffs. They distributed
questionnaires to all providers involved in handoffs and were asked to define the method used for
communication and their suggestions for improvement of the process. Preferable method of
communication was verbal, either face to face or over the phone. Nobody selected the paper chart.
Some providers think electronic chart would be useful. Recommendations for improvement
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encompassed using electronic handoff communication modules and converting all units to the
electronic health records; or more specific suggestions were converting the paper form used in
handoffs to a multi-professional electronic version and creating a communication log module for
communication across units and shifts. Benham-Hutchins’ and Effken’s study was said to provide a
groundwork for future examination of how communication principles and network structure can be
used to design health information technology that contributes to non-linear gathering of
information.
As hospitals are implementing electronic health records, emergency medical services
(EMS) are falling behind and are not keeping up with technology development. Less than a half of
a country collects EMS data electronically but even then, that data is not integrated with hospital
system. Electronic patient care reports (e-PCRs) still need to be printed off in the ambulance or
hospital and hard copy is left with emergency department staff or it is later faxed to the hospital.
Landman’s research (2012) sought to characterize motivations for adoption of e-PCR systems,
challenges associated with adoption and implementation, and emerging implementation strategies.
Landman performed a qualitative study using semi-structured in-depth interviews with individuals
representing multiple levels of the EMS agencies. Questions were targeting whether or not they had
electronic patient care report systems in place, its features, and barriers to adoption. Additionally,
snowball sampling was used, where study volunteers were nominating other potential participants.
The primary reason for adoption of e-PCR systems was to support quality assurance. Maintaining
the desired level of quality in a service with paper-based records is very challenging therefore was
often not performed. By increasing availability of records with electronic patient care reports and
automating them, quality assurance would be performed much easier. Challenges with adoption of
the e-PCR systems were: increased run times due to transitioning to a new system, lack of
integration of e-PCR systems with existing hospital information systems, and deficiency of funding
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for state mandated e-PCR system implementations. Participants also shared the lessons they
learned while transitioning and offered suggestions to agencies that still have not transitioned.
Three strategies are: identifying alternative funding sources, linking existing regional health
information organizations, and building internal IT personnel that will be needed for managing
systems, customizing software, and supporting EMS providers who would use the systems
(Landman et al., 2012). This is the first study to consider the experiences of e-PCR system
implementation and use from EMS perspective.
FORM TEMPLATE
In a survey conducted by Kessler et al. (2014), 18% of respondents used a standardized
template when handing the patient over to the internal medicine service, out of which 29% used a
computer designed template, 19% a written template, 7% mnemonic, and 45% were not sure. Many
(69%) thought that standardization of information transfer is important, which supports our study
of the electronic version of the quick sheet and how it would be accepted among health care
providers.
INFORMATION TRANSFER
In the research Murray, Crouch, and Ainsworth-Smith (2012) conducted, the aim was to
evaluate the accuracy of patient information transferred from pre-hospital setting to the emergency
department. Out of 100 examined records, 26% had at least one case where information was not
transferred accurately, mostly allergy and drug details were incorrectly notated. Paper form was
chosen for comparison of missed or altered information because that was the only permanent
record used by health care providers.
Another study about accuracy of patient information transferred to the hospital was done by
Knutsen and Fredriksen (2013). They considered eight parameters that were important for
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management of the patient. Only written document that received acceptable score was patient
report form (3.79 out of 6). In case that same form was scanned, it was valued significantly poorer
as a source of information coming from pre-hospital setting. Furthermore, documentation from
nurses working in emergency department was hardly ever used. Hand-written patient report form
was preferred over scanned form but verbal handover was preferred over written documents.
Physicians valued information from other doctors more than any other source of information.
Results showed that less than half of the information actually made it to the doctor’s note which
may be the reason that only half of the clinicians use ambulance records despite thinking it is very
useful.
In the research Shelton and Sinclair (2016a) directed, patient information transfer was
considered. When paramedics handover the patient to the emergency department, they give a verbal
report to the nurse. Next, they fill out the electronic patient care report and submit it to their
database. Prehospital emergency medical system generates the report that is faxed to the hospital
where clerical staff need to distribute it to the patient to accompany the rest of his file. The problem
with delivering patient care report to emergency physicians lays in some of the emergency
departments that do not have a system to distribute reports while patients are being assessed. And if
they do have a system, there are delays in processing reports. Both cases result in the reports not
being available to doctors when needed. If the process could be quickened, that would represent a
chance to take control of the processing of EMS reports and it would eliminate the waste of old
paper charts currently used in the emergency departments. Lastly, patient care would be enhanced
by giving physicians an opportunity to take a look at patient care report (Shelton & Sinclair,
2016a).
Study of Bost, Crilly, Wallis, Patterson, and Chaboyer (2010) explored the information
transfer process between the ambulance and the ED for patients arriving by ambulance and factors
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that impact the handover. The method used in this research included interviews, observation, and
examination of handover tools. Participants that were recruited consisted of 163 paramedics,
doctors, and nurses. SPSS was used for data analysis and more focused coding. Results showed
that, even though all participants agreed that handovers always vary, there is no structural model to
follow and that process is learned while working, by observing peer behavior. Data collection also
revealed that several factors influence the handover: interruptions, workload, working
relationships, and transfer of responsibility. Electronic report was recorded, printed out and left at
the ED but was not seen until after the paramedics have left, which means it is not referred to
during the handover (Bost et al., 2010).
COMMUNICATION
When it comes to the communication between in-hospital staff, several problems occur.
Most vulnerable errors happen in communication, information technology, environment,
assignment of responsibility, and patient flow (Benham-Hutchins & Effken, 2010). Even though
survey was designed to explore only communication problems, all these other things came up as
major problems medical staff came across. The quality of the last patient transfer greatly depends
on all previous patient handoffs and communication and information transfer. Additionally,
information recorded in the ED was not available electronically to internal medicine nor to ED
themselves which caused problems with inaccurate or out-of-date vital signs that further led to
incorrect patient’s clinical assessments.
A survey, started in 2012 in Nevada, encompassed physicians only and their opinions
regarding electronic and handwritten patient care reports. Eighty one percent of respondents
encountered electronic prehospital PCR during their practice and they preferred using it over
handwritten PCR. More than 88% stated PCR as important or very important. For almost 80% of
respondents electronic PCRs were available in less than 50% of the time for making medical
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decisions (Murray et al., 2012). There are usually three steps of communication about patient data
when patient is being transferred from an ambulance to the hospital. Pre-arrival data (usually
limited and it occurs over the telephone or radio), arrival data (handoff), and post-arrival (delivery
of PCR). Primary patient data is obtained during actual handoff but studies show that much of this
information is not remembered or heard by physicians. Even though additional technology is
needed to generate a report when electronic reports are sent to the hospital, transition to electronic
PCRs allowed enhanced integration of EMS and hospital data. One problem to think about going
forward is revising strategies for faster delivery of electronic PCRs to the hospital.
Knutsen & Fredriksen (2013) developed and evaluated the Handoff Communication
Assessment using patient transfers from ED to inpatient care. They used hospital’s system for
audio recording to transcribe conversations that happened during handoffs. Results showed that
physicians talked more during handoffs compared to hospitalists. Content of the conversations was
mostly patient presentation, assessment, and professional environment. Questions represented less
than 10% of the dialogue.
Francis et. al. (2010) explored how standard operating procedures (SOP) have an effect on
completing patient care documentation. They investigated patient care reports before and after SOP
was introduced. The rate of form completion was analyzed. They compared non-prompted data
which was written in blank space and prompted data offered in check boxes. The results showed
that SOPs have significantly improved the completion rate of many items on the report.
Furthermore, the design of PCRs could greatly affect data completion rate and potentially improve
patient care (Francis et al., 2010).
HOSPITAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The only example of the hospital system being combined with other health institutions is
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Indiana Network for Patient Care (INPC). INCP is a local health information infrastructure (LHII)
that contains information from all of the major Indianapolis hospitals, clinics, and day surgery
facilities. It collects around 2.7 million outpatient visits per year and carries 660 million separate
results. The objective is to show the current state of the system and aid other communities with
development. The Indiana Network for Patient Care system recognizes when patients check-in and
allows physicians access to their files. When providers have staff privileges at more than one
institution, they are granted access from those institutions as well. A second clinical service is
delivering reports like laboratory, radiology, dictation, and other documents to office medical care
providers whose names are tied to the report. This system also serves clinical, research, and public
health functions. The Indiana Network for Patient Care has developed a community-wide clinical
repository that provides cross-institutional access. Local health information infrastructure can be
expected to improve efficiency and reduce cost growth, however, if its primary purpose becomes
cost control, they will likely fail as did the community health information networks of the 1990s
(McDonald et al., 2005).
While hospital information systems are widely being used, there is still no way of
integrating pre-hospital patient care reports into that system. Majeed’s study (2013) describes how
the patient care report system can be integrated into hospital information systems by using a
generic architecture. Domain experts were questioned using semi-structured interviews to gather all
of the requirements necessary for building software architecture. Next, the architecture
requirements were applied for creation of software prototype. To encode data, LOINC, ICD-10,
and ICMP were used. Interviews produced requirements that led to creating a software architecture.
All data was loaded into a common database using SQL scripts and individual items were mapped
to semantic standards. Messages created from this structure were then sent to the hospital
information system (Majeed, 2013).
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By engaging Internet of Things (IoT) technologies in healthcare servicing, medical
providers are able to see information resources online. Simply and quickly they can make
emergency medical decisions and reduce the cost of the process. In Xu et al.’s research, a semantic
data model was projected for storing and interpreting data and then resource-based accessing
method was designed for obtaining and processing data. Cloud computing served as a platform for
synchronizing data across organizations. Results showed that the resource-based Internet of Things
information accessing method is effective for supporting data accessing timely and ubiquitously
(Xu et al., 2014).
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Emergency medical services systems collect a large volume of data like: patients’
information (identification and medical history), type of incidents, symptoms and vital signs, and
interventions. Although this could be a great source of information for conducting research,
problem rises with reliability and extensiveness of data. Besides cases with incorrectly recorded
information, bigger issues with data collection lies in unavailability of records concerning patient
outcomes. An internal study accompanying published studies was started by Weber (2015). An
emergency medical services director that works in the emergency department was tasked to match
each one of the selected group of patient care reports (containing usage of specific drug - Lasix)
with a hospital patient records pertaining same episode of care. After noting that in more than half
of all cases, the patient was not diagnosed with a disease requiring that drug therefore usage of it
was removed from ambulances. The results permitted emergency medical services agency to make
a change to the treatment protocol. The ability to present concrete data convinced many who were
initially against a proposed change (Mario Weber, 2015).
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CHAPTER 3
QUALITATIVE STUDY
Many hospitals have switched to electronic records but emergency medical services still use
some paper-based reports. Ambulances that have electronic-based systems use them only internally
because they are not integrated with hospitals’ systems. This study investigated problems with
paper-based reports, computer-based patient care reports, and transferring patients and their
information from an ambulance to the emergency department. Emergency medical technicians
were interviewed using qualitative method. After coding and analyzing their answers, results
showed that all emergency medical technicians would like to see a change from paper to electronic
transfer of information. First responders also thought it was difficult to write the report while riding
in the back of an ambulance, that there is information loss during patient handover, and they
expressed a desire to be able to follow-up on transferred patients so they can improve their skills
and future patient care. Discussions arise about problems with switching to electronic records and
if advantages of this system will prevail possible disadvantages.
QUALITATIVE METHODS
This research examined the current paper-based reports (quick reference sheet and
subsequent patient care report) for the possibility of electronic transference format and its benefits.
Figure 1 details a paper-based quick reference sheet (QRS) which is shown in additional detail in
Appendix A. The QRS contains information about a patient such as demographics, oxygen, heart
rate, blood pressure, medications, and most importantly, notes about the patient and condition.
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Figure 1: Paper-based Quick Reference Sheet
Additionally, this research examined the EMTs perspective of the paper-based quick
reference sheet and subsequent patient care report into an electronic format. A qualitative method,
which included an interview approach of EMTs was used. Qualitative methods can be used to
explore substantive areas about which little is known or about which much is known to gain better
understandings (Stern, 1980). The only to discover what occurs when an emergency call is placed
is to talk to the people who handle the calls – emergency medical technicians. One of the most
effective methods in qualitative research is open-ended questions because this style gives
participants freedom to express their feelings and thoughts as well as provide researchers with rich
and valuable information. With data extracted from the interviews, researchers can further learn
and better understand the feelings and opinions of their subjects. In our case, we aim to understand
issues surrounding the processes that out-of-hospital care providers, namely EMTs, face when
dealing with antiquated paper-bases processes surrounded by the QRS and PCR.
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There are three major components of qualitative research. First, data, which can come from
various sources such as interviews, observations, documents, records, and films (Strauss & Corbin,
1990). Collecting information depends on what is available to the researcher. If something that
happened long time ago is put under question, documentation and records would be the best way of
retrieving the information. On the other hand, interviews and observations are more suitable for
current events and problems which applies to the situation surrounding this research. Second,
procedures that researchers use to interpret and organize data are another component of qualitative
research (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). It is essential that the same procedures are followed every time
data is being collected. Procedures are used to make sure that research is done properly and that it
can be repeated in the future. Lastly, according to (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), written and verbal
reports conclude the qualitative process. After specific techniques of data collection and analyzing
results are performed, reports close the research process. That last step can be done by writing the
report and publishing it in journals or books, or verbally presenting it at conferences.
In qualitative methods research, data collection, analysis, and eventual theory are extremely
connected (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Research starts with the area of study and the theory develops
from the data rather than beginning the project with a pre-defined theory in mind. By using a
special type of coding, data can be analyzed and the theory derived shows reality much better than
just putting thoughts together.
INTERVIEW PROCESS
This study was conducted using an open-ended question based interviews with six EMTs
throughout the Savannah, Georgia area. The interview questions started with one, main question –
what problems are associated with the quick reference sheet and the patient care report? While
conducting research, few related topics isolated from main research issue. A total of 18 open-ended
questions were written so they can reflect all of the associated topics (available in Appendix as
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Figure B). Participants’ responses were transcribed and coded so the data could be analyzed.
Finally, small generalizations were applied and linked to the body of knowledge to build a theory.
To maintain confidentiality of responses, no individually identifiable records were kept.
Face to face interviews were held at the local fire station’s day room and every interviewee
was asked the same set of open-ended questions. That way, more information could be assembled
than using quantitative methods. Each interview was scheduled at a convenient time for the
participant and lasted approximately 30-40 minutes. Interviewees had an opportunity to express
their thoughts and opinions on how their job effectiveness could escalate and patient’s care be
enhanced.
FINDINGS
Results and Analysis of Interview
A total of six EMTs throughout the Savannah, Georgia area were interviewed regarding the
perceived benefits of electronic transfer of patient information for transferring patients. No
demographic data was collected on the EMTs.
Results showed several new problems with the quick reference sheet and patient care report
that were not previously recognizable. Uncovering emergency medical technicians’ perspectives
were augmented with discovery of new issues.
One of the issues with the quick reference sheet was that it is hard to write on a piece of
paper in the back of an ambulance while rushing to the hospital. Several EMTs said, “I do not even
bother completing it because most nurses do not look at it, or they return the report right back to
us.” In a few cases, the report got lost with other papers and medical components in an ambulance
which compromises patient’s identity. One person mentioned that he would like to see more
options on it so he can check it off instead of having to write it down.
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When it comes to problems associated with transfer of patient care, other than the
emergency room being too busy and hospital not having enough beds, there are verbal reports from
EMS to the hospital staff. Once an ambulance arrives to the emergency department, a nurse is
usually waiting to receive a transfer and some basic information about the patient. This is the
second time paper report is repeated by EMTs because on the way to the hospital they have to call
in and give the essential case information over the phone. One interviewee expressed his opinion,
“When you are talking on the phone, other people are talking to them, you got other things going
on in an ambulance, there is a lot of confusion about trying to get this information across but if
you could just send something like that, they will already be able to look at that patient records
and see if they have ever been there and what is their history and medications, and know what
you are coming in for today.”
Excerpt 1: Issues transmitting information via phone
Very often, a different nurse would be assigned for a patient at the hospital and the report is
verbally repeated again. Sometimes, even four or more times. This is time consuming and it is
delaying the continuity of patients’ care. One of the EMTs had a situation where no one passed the
call-in information so nobody knew they were even coming; he stated:
“It makes us look unprofessional as well. One thing about both of our professions, patients have
to be able to trust that we are going to give them the best care possible and if there is a
breakdown in the continuity of care, then the patient and the patient’s family are going to start
losing trust in the care that we are trying to provide”
Excerpt 2: Issues communicating patient information
Many interviewees thought that all the problems could be avoided and there would not be
as much time delay if they could send the report electronically on the way to the hospital. Further
they said,
“The nurse would already have a room assigned for a patient and they could get ahead of
the game and know who is coming and what is happening.” On the bottom of quick reference sheet
is a note, “This is a quick reference sheet. A full report will be sent to the emergency department
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upon completion. Reports are available @ (###) ###-####.” After completing all of the interviews,
nobody confirmed this; nevertheless, all first responders said that full report is never sent. Few
mentioned that PCR is available in their database after logging in or that it could be faxed over to
the hospital.
Researcher Examination of paper Based Reports Results vs. Qualitative Results
Upon examination of the EMT paper-based documents, the researchers note the following
benefits may occur from transferring the documents to an electronic format. Specially, hospitals
would already have patients’ records and waiting time for checking patients in would be abridged.
Nurses could be available sooner because they would not have to input patients’ information into
the database. EMTs could fill out only computer-based reports which would leave them with more
time for patients’ care. Hence, by cutting down the waiting time in hospitals, patients’ care would
benefit, which is the most important. Additionally, an electronic system would be having the ability
to check on transferred patients.
While the researchers found benefits in a transfer to electronic documents, it is important to
note all EMTs unanimously agreed that switching from paper-based to electronic records would
benefit, hospitals, EMTs and patients. Additionally, participants unanimously agree that their skills
would improve if they had the opportunity to go back in the system to check on their patients. They
would have a chance to see it they did something wrong, if they could have done something better,
or maybe used a different drug. Universal opinion is that being able to see the outcomes would
make them better practitioners, it would improve future patient care, and it would allow them to
have closure and move on to the next call.
For example, one of the participants stated, “Pain killer addiction is one of the biggest
forms of drug abuse.” That is another problem that could be solved with having one database –
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83% of participants expressed their thoughts without even being asked an established question on
this issue during interviews. “Drug seekers” are individuals that go from hospital to the hospital
searching for pain medication. When they visit all of the hospitals in their surroundings, they can
go back to the first one again because enough time has passed and they have been forgotten. One
system would be able to keep a history of the prescriptions they have received and physicians
would be able to “catch” these issues and stop the drug abuse.
Table 1 details the coding scheme employed in the analysis of issues with the paper-based
quick reference sheet. The code, description, number of subjects that agree and number that
disagree are displayed. From a qualitative analysis, we identified 27 codes for issues with patient
care reports according to EMTs. Results indicate some issues are more important than others based
on EMT agreement. The most prevalent issue is EMTs must repeat the written QRS verbally.
Eliminating this issue would save time for the EMTs allowing them to focus on tasks directly
related to patient care as opposed to duplicating efforts. Next, handing off the report to nursing staff
presents challenges and frustration. One such example reveled through interviews is that many
nurses discard the QRS or just give it back to the EMTs. Again, correcting this issue would
improve efficiency of the patient hand-off process. Similarly, drug abuse and drug seeking
behavior were also identified as primary concerns for EMTs with EMTs stating that while they can
identify some drug seekers and communicate this information verbally, they are unable to identify
drug seekers that are adept at concealing their intentions and that some drug seekers will travel over
50 miles in order to obtain prescription medications. In addition to the aforementioned issues,
diverting EMTs to another facility causes wasted time and decreased patient care as upon arriving
at a medical facility, they are oftentimes required to redirect to another facility due to issues such as
understaffing or an overflow situation in the emergency department. Should this information be
communicated earlier in the process, patients could be more timely transported to the correct
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facility. The code ePCR2 is the only code where there was a disagreement; however, that is a
concern as the question relates to whether the EMTs ever send a full report to the hospital. Since 5
disagreed, we can conclude that their full observations and efforts are never transmitted to the
appropriate care facilities. Transferring the full report could aid in improved patient care. Analysis
show that an average number of given verbal reports was 3.5 which indicates that EMTs usually
must repeat the verbal report 3 to 4 times for each patient. The constant repeating of reports
consume EMTs’ time and resources when the clinicians could review the patient care report during
handoff. The remaining results of our coding and analysis are presented as Table 1 and Table 2.
actually
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Issues with reports
Code

Description

Agree

Disagree

PCR1

no time to write a report

1

0

PCR2

hard to write while riding in an ambulance

1

0

PCR3

hard to read the written report

1

0

PCR4

leaving QRS with a nurse

5

0

PCR5

QRS gets lost, patient's identity compromised

2

0

PCR6

more options needed

1

0

ePCR1

no time for computer based report

2

0

ePCR2

sending full report to the hospital

0

5

CALL1

calling hospital

1

0

CALL2

receptionist calling a nurse to answer a call

1

0

CALL3

hard to hear

1

0

CALL4

not paying full attention

1

0

PASS1

call information at the hospital not passed

1

0

VRB1

repeating report information verbally

6

0

VRB3

information lost during transfer

2

0

TRN1

diversion of patients, ED too busy

4

0

TRN2

waiting on a bed

3

0

CARE1

delaying continuity of patient care

3

0

LOOK1

unprofessional look

1

0

LOOK2

loosing trust

1

0

FLUP1

not being able to follow up

1

0

FLUP2

no personal improvement

0

0

FLUP3

not able to move on

2

0

FLUP4

treatment may hurt patient in a long run

2

0

FQF1

frequent fliers

2

0

FQF2

drug abuse/ seeking

5

0

PCR

not filling it

2

0

Table 1: Codes Identified from EMT Interviews
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Code
VRB2

Description

Average

number of times verbal report is repeated

3.5

Table 2: Average Number of Times the EMT Repeats a Verbal Report
Table 3 details possible solutions to issues with the paper-based patient care report. First,
sending the PCR electronically would facilitate the patient transition from EMT care to the medical
facility. For example, EMTs stated if they could electronically transmit a summary or even cardiac
data (heart rate and rhythm) the receiving facility could be more adequately prepared to accept the
patient and have more accurate data regarding their condition and status. Oftentimes, calling in the
information results in miscommunication due to issues such as disconnected calls, noise
interference from the ER or traffic, etc. Second, linking to the hospital would improve
communications and efficiency. Ambulances that have electronic-based systems use them only
internally because they are not integrated with hospitals’ systems. Having a link or an integration
would facilitate transferring patient data to the destination medical facility. Third, sending
information between hospitals has the potential to improve patient care. For example, when
transferring patients between multiple medical facilities, their information is left behind and has to
be faxed over or brought in physically. Integrating the systems would provide clinicians the ability
to get this data much faster and provide patient with continuous care.
In addition to electronic transmission solutions, there are more human related factors that
should be considered. For example, EMTs interviewed unanimously want the ability to follow-up
on a patient’s condition. Excerpt 3 from one EMT details this desire. The majority (5 of 6) stated
disclosure, or learning the outcome of a patient, would aid in being able to move on and completely
focus on to the next call, and possibly improve job satisfaction. Also, EMTs unanimously agreed
they would like the ability to check on transferred patients because that would improve future
patient care as well as their skills and abilities to care for patients while under their supervision.
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Possible Solutions
Code

Description

Agree

Disagree

SEND1

sending PCR electronically

6

0

LINK1

linking up to the hospital

6

0

LINK2

being able to follow up on patients in a system

6

0

LINK3

sending information between hospitals

6

0

FLUP4

providing better care for future patients

6

0

FLUP5

personal improvement

6

0

FLUP6

having disclosure

5

1

Table 3: Possible Solutions Identified from Interviews
Lots of times we are left wondering what happened. Unless we happen to be close friends with a
nurse or the doctor, once we transfer care we lose track of the patient, we don’t know what our
interventions did in a long term until years later studies are done and they come back with stats.
I had patients where I wondered for years what happened, did we save them, were they ever able
to be discharged, did they ever resume a normal life.
Excerpt 3: Desire to Follow-up and Have Disclosure on Patient Outcomes
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CHAPTER 4
QUANTITATIVE STUDY
The second part of this research is based on the feedback received from first part of the
study. Creating an electronic version of Quick Reference Sheet is a solution for many challenges
that EMTs mentioned. Instead of worrying about finding a paper form, a pen, and a hard surface for
writing while the vehicle is on the move, they can just access their tablet or phone and scroll
through, tap on offered options, and even use voice commands built into the operating system to
enter data. After creating a prototype of the eQRS, first responders were surveyed on opinions
whether the eQRS is easier to use and complete than the QRS, is a better way of collecting the
information and is a more efficient way of delivering patients’ information. Results show that there
is no difference on having fields for recording the information but eQRS is created based on QRS.
eQRS is a better way of collecting the information, easier to complete, and a more efficient way of
delivering the information to the hospital.
SOFTWARE
Universal Windows Platform
In a research by Morgan Stanley it was stated that more people will access internet through
a mobile phone than a desktop (Qin, Tang, Jang, & Lehto, 2017). Thus, this changes a lot of things
for both, consumers as well as designers. By keeping the advancements in mobile applications in
mind, we are trying to move from paper based medical form approach to digital based application
(Windows based). The reason we chose windows platform is because even through Android and
iOS are leading mobile operating systems in the market (StatCounter, 2017b), when it comes to
desktop, windows is still far ahead of all of its competitors (StatCounter, 2017a). When the project
was started, it was also considered that emergency technicians always have a laptop/tablet with
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them in an ambulance that is windows-based. So, considering future needs/requirements, if they
move to use an electronic form, anything- from mobile to desktop or to tablet, windows is the only
operating system which can give them that kind of flexibility.
After analyzing responses from the EMS staffs, we decided to move forward with windows.
To fulfill the requirements of EMS, we picked Universal Windows Platform (UWP). UWP gives us
the power to design the application that is suitable to run on any windows-based devices, from a
phone to a tablet or a PC (Mike Jacobs, 2017). Apart from the EMS requirements, there were also
other advantages that made us lean towards UWP.
UWP App Features
•
•

•
•

•

•

Effective pixels and scaling – UWP automatically adjusts the size of controls, font, and
other UI elements so they can be easily readable on all the devices.
Smart Interactions - UWP gives us the capability to design around a click interaction so that
we do not need to know or define explicitly whether the click on the screen comes from an
actual mouse click or the tap of a finger.
Universal input enabled is another built-in capability given to us by UWP. We can design
applications for specific input modes and devices but with this feature it is not required.
Universal Controls – The UWP by default provides us with a set of universal controls that
are guaranteed to work well on all Windows-powered devices. This was one of the most
important requirements for the EMS.
Universal styles – The UWP app automatically has a default set of styles that gives features
like light or dark theme, segoe-based type ramp, default animations for interactions, built-in
support for RTL reading order, etc.
UWP can be used on any Windows 10 devices - desktop, laptop, tablet, phone, etc. This
makes deployment streamlined without the need for multiple versions of the software.

Electronic Quick Reference Sheet
All the emergency services use some kind of paper form to collect patients’ information
which first responders later have to submit to the hospital when handing off the patient. Several
problems were identified with paper based sheets which are mentioned in Results and Analysis of
Interview section. To overcome those problems, we designed an electronic quick reference sheet.
The disparity of paper based sheets is that everyone is using them but there is no standard template,
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format or name for it. When we talked to several different EMS representatives from different
counties, we observed that they all were using different names like: quick reference sheet, 60
second sheet, etc. Even the template was different; e.g.: one had options to check medication given
while the others did not, or in treatment section one would just have a line for writing everything
down and the others had listed options where only specific data need to be added. Some of these
disparities might affect EMTs transferring from one place to another. To help overcome these
issues, we designed and programmed an application which could be used across all EMS providers.
It is designed in such a way that it contains all the information essential to the hospitals. Electronic
form can help health care providers do their job faster, more efficiently and without adjusting to
different looks of the form.
In figure 2, electronic quick reference sheet form is shown. It contains the information
about EMTs, EMS unit they are on at the moment, call run number, current date, and the reason of
the call. Date field automatically takes the system current date so if the application is used in
different time zone it will be updated to the current system date accordingly. This option reduces
the time taken by EMS providers to complete the form and it allows them to designate more
attention to the patient.
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Figure 2: Electronic Quick Reference Sheet
The next part beneath it, to the left shows the personal information of the patient. It contains
the basic demographics like name, address, date of birth, and social security number. When EMTs
were interviewed, they expressed the need of having a phone number field added to the form, as
well as age. So, taking these suggestions seriously we added fields and then took one of them to the
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next level. Age calculator automatically displays the age of the patient when date of birth is entered
(Figure 3). This feature can help medical practitioners make a faster decision on the amount of
medication dosage needed for the patient. Also, when choosing the month and day, scroll option is
available for faster selection (Figure 4).

Figure 3: Age box

Figure 4: DOB scroll
The next 2 sections contain treatments and given medications. Besides the name of the
medication, space is added for notating the amount of given medication to the patient. This could
also help the doctors for the quick overview of medication dosage given to the patient.
The bottom right part contains the vitals measured by the EMTs. They usually notate it
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twice including the time when the interventions were done. Our form gives them the option of
scrolling down when selecting corresponding time.
The last section is “notes” - where EMTs can put any other additional information that they
think is important for the doctors to know about the patient. The good thing about this section in
electronic version is that the text does not even have to be typed up. A person can just talk to the
application and system will automatically write it down.
Once all the information is entered, form is ready to be submitted. When “send” button is
clicked/tapped, pop-up window will display with an option to reconfirm submission. If “No” option
is picked, application will bring back the form and allow adding additional or missing information.
This is illustrated in figure 5. In case “Yes” is selected, form will be submitted and all the fields
will be cleared out so that the form is ready for the next call. After clicking on “Yes”, “Form is
sent” pop-up will display (figure 6) and the hospital will receive that information instantly without
having to wait on an ambulance to arrive there physically. They can see all the information and
interventions done on the patient and can anticipate the arrival. This can speed up the check-in
process, handoff and undoubtedly improve patients’ outcomes.

Figure 5: Send Form pop-up
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Figure 6: Form sent pop-up
For implementation of this application, Visual Studio 2017 is used. The reasons we chose
this software are its ease of use, functionality and flexibility. This software includes different
languages which incorporate GUI as well as code in one single package unlike other programming
languages like Java, Python etc. We have set length-limits for phone number and social security
fields. We also made sure all the fields are cleared once the form is submitted. At the end of the
code, social security and phone number fields are set to auto-advance.
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Hypothesis Testing
When comparing populations, such as assessing or testing the difference of the means from
two samples of data, a good method to evaluate the significance or the difference is hypothesis
testing (Dietrich, Heller, & Yang, 2015). Forming an assertion and testing it with data is the basic
concept of hypothesis testing. The common assumption when performing hypothesis testing is that
there is no difference between two samples. This assumption is used for conducting a scientific
experiment or constructing, so called, null hypothesis (H0) and the alternative hypothesis (Ha). A
hypothesis test can have two outcomes: 1) Either rejecting the null hypothesis in favor of the
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alternative (which would mean that there is a difference between two samples) or 2) Not rejecting
the null hypothesis. If we have null hypothesis as: The population means from the two unrelated
groups are equal (H0: u1=u2) and alternative hypothesis: The population means are not equal (Ha:
u1≠u2); to either reject or accept the alternative hypothesis, we need to set a significance level.
Mostly this value is set to 0.05.
T- Test
When T- test is a data analysis technique of two data sets, it is used for testing a difference
between the given samples when variances of the two normal distributions are unknown. The result
from the t-test is known as t-statistic. We have to keep in mind that when we are using Student’s Ttest, it is assumed that distributions of the two populations have unknown but equal variances
(Dietrich et al., 2015). Presume n1 and n2 samples are independently and randomly selected from
two different populations. If each population is normally distributed with the same variance and
with the same mean (μ1 = μ2), then the t-statistic T, in equation 1, follows a tdistribution with n1 + n2 – 2 degrees of freedom (df).

T=
Equation 1:

𝑥̅1 − 𝑥̅ 2
1
1
𝑠𝑝 √𝑛 + 𝑛
1
1

Where standard deviation is represented in equation 2:

Equation 2:

𝑠𝑝2 =

(𝑛1 − 1)𝑠12 + (𝑛2 − 1)𝑠22
𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2

We chose t-test because we are comparing two small groups (0<n<2000). This test assumes
that the two data sets came from distributions with unequal variances and it is used to determine
whether the two samples are likely to have come from distributions with equal population means.
Two-sample t-test is used when there are distinct subjects in the two samples.
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The following formula is used to determine the statistic value t (equation 3):

Equation 3:

𝑡′ =

𝑥̅ − 𝑦̅ − ∆0
2
2
√𝑆1 + 𝑆2
𝑚
𝑛

When we conduct a statistical significance test, we are given a p-value in the output as we
discussed earlier. If that value is greater than 0.05, then, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The
significance level, also denoted as p, represents the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is true. For example, a significance level of 0.08 indicates a 8% risk of saying that there is a
difference. If significance level of 0.05 is used, a two-tailed test allocates half of p to testing the
statistical significance in one direction and the other half to testing significance in the other
direction. When using a two-tailed test, regardless of the direction, testing is done for the
possibility of the relationship in both directions (Bland & Bland, 1994). For example, if null
hypothesis states that the mean is equal to x, a two-tailed test will test both if the mean is greater
than x and if the mean smaller than x. One-tailed test gives all 0.05 of significance to one tail of the
distribution of the test statistic. When using a one-tailed test, testing is done for the possibility of
the relationship in only one direction. So, for previous example, a one-tailed test would test either if
the mean is significantly greater than or significantly less than x. Dependent on the chosen tail, the
mean is significantly different if the test statistic is less than 0.05. The one-tailed test provides more
power to perceive an effect in one direction by not testing the other direction’s effect.
The normal distribution, or normality, is one of the most important and widely used
distribution in statistics. A normal distribution has a bell-shaped density curve described by its
mean µ and standard deviation σ. Due to its bell shape, it is also referred as bell curve. The density
curve is centered about its mean and is symmetrical. Its spread is determined by its standard
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deviation. And at a given point x the height of a normal density curve is given by (Yale,
1997):(Yale, 1997)
1

Equation 4:

√2𝜋𝜎 2

𝑒

−(𝑥−𝜇)2
2𝜎2

where pi represents the observed significance level of the Shapiro-Wilk statistic W.
Shapiro-Wilk is a statistical procedure for testing a complete sample for normality. The test
statistic is obtained by dividing the square of an appropriate linear combination of the sample order
statistics by the usual symmetric estimate of variance (Shapiro & Wilk, 1965).
The W test statistic for normality is defined by (NIST, 2012a):
2

Equation 5:

(∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑧(𝑖) )
𝑊= 𝑛
∑𝑖=1(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧̅)2

where W is insignificant if the variable’s distribution is not different from normal. W is
approximately equal to the correlation between given data and ideal normal scores. When the
sample‐variable data are perfectly normal (perfect H0), W is equal to 1. When W is significantly
smaller than 1, then distribution is non‐normal and Ha is accepted. Shapiro‐Wilk's W-test is
recommended for small and medium samples up to n = 2000.
Homogeneity of Variance (HOV) is the condition in which all the variables in a sequence
have the same finite variance. When HOV is true for a simple statistical or computational approach
for analyzing the data, it may be due to a low level of uncertainty in the data. This is also known as
homoscedasticity (Dietrich et al., 2015).
Levene’s test is used to test whether k samples have equal variances. Equal variances across
samples are known as HOV. There are few tests, like ANOVA, that assume the variances are equal
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across all groups. Levene’s test is used to verify that assumption (NIST, 2012b).
According to NIST (2012b), given a variable Y with sample size N that is divided into k
subgroups, Levene’s test statistics, W, is defined as:

Equation 6:

𝑊=

(𝑁 − 𝑘) ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖 (𝑍𝑖 − 𝑍. . )2
(𝑘 − 1) ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑁𝑖 (𝑍𝑖𝑗 − 𝑍𝑖. )2
𝑗=1

where Ni is the sample size of the i-th subgroup. Zij can have one of the three values:

Equation 7:

𝑍𝑖𝑗 = |𝑌𝑖𝑗 − 𝑌̅𝑖. |

𝑌̅𝑖. is the mean of i-th subgroup

Equation 8:

𝑍𝑖𝑗 = |𝑌𝑖𝑗 − 𝑌̃𝑖. |

𝑌̃𝑖. is the median of the i-th subgroup
Equation 9:

𝑍𝑖𝑗 = |𝑌𝑖𝑗 − 𝑌̅ ′ 𝑖. |

̅ 𝑖. is the 10% trimmed mean of the i-th group.
Where 𝑌′
If there are violations of homogeneity of variance and normality in the data, Wilcoxon ranksum test, a different approach comparable to the paired sample t-test, is used. This test (Wilcoxon,
1945) is a nonparametric hypothesis test that checks whether two groups are identically distributed.
Because the Wilcoxon rank-sum test does not make any assumptions about the population
distribution, it is considered more vigorous than the t-test.
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FINDINGS
Demographic analysis
When difference among demographic groups (men vs women) was tested, results showed
that there is no difference. If we look at Table 4, we can see that most (42%) of the people that have
taken the survey were within the age group of 25-34. Table 5 shows that predominant race was
white. Almost 79% were males (Table 6).
Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

2
8
4
2
2
1

Race
White
Black or African American
Asian

Table 4: Age

13
3
3

Table 5: Race

Education
Technical college
Some college
2 year degree
4 year degree

5
8
2
4

Position / Title
Paramedic
Emergency Medical Technician
EMS Director

Table 9: Position/Title

15
4

Table 6: Gender

Household Income
$30,000 - $39,999
$40,000 - $49,999
$50,000 - $59,999
$60,000 - $69,999
$70,000 - $79,999
$80,000 - $89,999
$90,000 - $99,999
$100,000 - $149,999
More than $150,000

Table 7: Education

Gender
Male
Female

4
6
3
1
1
0
1
2
1

Table 8: Household Income

9
9
1

Years of experience
1- 5
6 - 10
11 - 20
21+

8
5
4
2

Table 10: Years of Experience

45

Table 7 represents education levels of survey takers. Following, Table 8 illustrates
differences in household incomes. And lastly, Tables 9 and 10 represent medical staffs’ positions
and years of experience.
Hypothesis results
We developed four different null hypotheses (H1-H4) and corresponding alternative hypotheses
(H1a-H4a):
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

H1: There is no difference between the Electronic and Paper-Based Quick Reference
Sheet on ease of completing in route to the hospital.
H1a: The Electronic Report is easier to complete in route to the hospital.
H2: There is no difference between the Electronic and Paper-Based Quick Reference
Sheet on having fields for recording all necessary information.
H2a: The Electronic Report has different fields for recording all necessary
information.
H3: There is no difference between the Electronic and Paper-Based Quick Reference
Sheet being a convenient way of collecting patient information.
H3a: The Electronic Report is more convenient way of collecting patient
information.
H4: There is no difference between the Electronic and Paper-Based Quick Reference
Sheet on efficiency of delivering patients' information to the hospital.
H4a: The Electronic Report is more efficient method of delivering patients’
information to the hospital.
The survey was based on the aforementioned questionnaire. Each respondent answered

based on a seven-point scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. We asked four
questions about opinions on both, paper and electronic form.

1. In my opinion, the Paper/Electronic Quick Reference Sheet would be easy to
complete en route to the hospital.
2. In my opinion, the Paper/Electronic Quick Reference Sheet has fields for recording
all necessary information.
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3. In my opinion, the Paper/Electronic Quick Reference Sheet would be a convenient
way of collecting patient information.
4. In my opinion, the Paper/Electronic Quick Reference Sheet would be an efficient
method of delivering patients' information to the hospital.
We used Sharpio-Wilk test to examine the normality of our data. As we can see in table 11,
there is no significance in any of our comparisons. Table 12 shows results of Levene’s test for
homogeneity of variances. For two questions (2 and 4) there is significance, and for other two (1
and 3) there is no significance.

Shapiro-Wilk
group
var1

var2

var3

var4

Statistic

df

Sig.

1

.647

19

.000

2

.681

19

.000

1

.768

19

.000

2

.693

19

.000

1

.703

19

.000

2

.662

19

.000

1

.618

19

.000

2

.600

19

.000

Table 11: Test of Normality

Levene Statistic

df1

df2

Sig.

var1

15.771

1

36

.000

var2

2.585

1

36

.117

var3

8.299

1

36

.007

var4

.536

1

36

.469

Table 12: Test of Homogeneity of Variances
In our survey, each subject was measured twice. First, we measured their perceptions of the
paper-based report and second, on the electronic quick reference sheet report. Based on this,
typically the correct statistical test is a paired sample t-test. As stated, normality and homogeneity
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of variance are important assumptions of the paired sample t-test. Based on violations of
homogeneity of variance and/or normality in our data (table 12), it was necessary to take the nonparametric approach comparable to the paired sample t-test, the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test as
proposed by Wilcoxon (1945). Each question has its own table with results as follows:

E
Mean
6
Variance
0.222
Observations
19
Hypothesized Mean Difference
0
df
23
t Stat
2.333
P(T<=t) one-tail
0.010
t Critical one-tail
1.714
Table 13: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results: Question 1

P
5.211
1.620
19

E
Mean
5.737
Variance
1.316
Observations
19
Hypothesized Mean Difference
0
df
28
t Stat
0.184
P(T<=t) one-tail
0.427
t Critical one-tail
1.701
Table 14: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results: Question 2

P
5.789
0.398
19

E
Mean
6.053
Variance
0.275
Observations
19
Hypothesized Mean Difference
0
df
25
t Stat
2.516
P(T<=t) one-tail
0.006
t Critical one-tail
1.708
Table 15: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results: Question 3

P
5.316
1.339
19
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E
Mean
5.842
Variance
1.140
Observations
19
Hypothesized Mean Difference
0
df
35
t Stat
2.314
P(T<=t) one-tail
0.010
t Critical one-tail
1.690
Table 16: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test Results: Question 4

P
5.316
1.450
19

When doing a simple analysis of each question compared to its peer, results show that there
are significances between paper vs. electronic Quick Reference Sheet.
•

H1: From table 13 we can see that questions 1 has p value that is less than 0.05 (0.01)
which means that we can reject null hypotheses. Moreover, the alternative hypotheses state
that the Electronic Report is easier to complete in route to the hospital.

•

H2: For second question, we cannot reject null hypothesis because p is greater than 0.05
(p=0.427 in table 14). That shows that there is no difference between the Electronic and
Paper-Based Quick Reference Sheet on having fields for recording all necessary
information. Even though few extra options, rather than fields, were added to electronic
version, electronic Quick Reference Sheet was still made to look as close as possible to
paper version so it does not represent a big adjustment if used as a new method of
gathering patient information.

•

H3: Next, table 15 holds 0.006 value for p, which means that we can reject null hypothesis
and that there is a difference in our comparison. That further means that the Electronic
Report is more convenient way of collecting patient information.

•

H4: Lastly, test in table 16 rejects null hypothesis - There is no difference between the
Electronic and Paper-Based Quick Reference Sheet on efficiency of delivering patients'
information to the hospital. P value in table 4 is 0.01 and that proves that Electronic Report
is more efficient method of delivering patients’ information to the hospital.

DISCUSSION
From the above analysis, we saw that electronic version of QRS is a better way for
gathering patients’ information, delivering it to the hospital and it is easier to complete. The reason
why eQRS is better than the paper form probably lies in problems that were discovered in the first
part of the research – hard to write while riding in an ambulance, paper form gets lost and patient’s
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identity is compromised, and hand-written report is hard to read. Multiple discussion topics could
position future work. Discussions could open up on transitioning from paper-based report to
electronically gathering and sending information. Problems that may arise from changing from one
system to another are: costs of adoption, reluctance of some providers, training procedures, privacy
concerns (Ndifon, Edwards, & Halawi, 2016), as well as time delays during accommodation
process, and need for an information technician position opening. Advantages will likely be cost
reduction, improved quality of care through availability of patient information (Kilmon, Fagan,
Pandey, & Belt, 2008), performing quality assurance reports easier, faster data transfer, and of
course, improved patients’ outcomes. The social influence could play a bigger role on adoption of
electronic medical records system than performance and effort expectancy (Wills, El-Gayar, &
Bennett, 2008). Three major forms of social influence are normative – pressure of a group on
individuals to follow dominant group norms, informational – acceptance of other viewpoints during
group meetings and events, and referent informational – rejecting any other viewpoints (LawsonBody, Willoughby, Hoffner, & Logossah, 2014).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This research is not without limitations. First since limited demographic data was collected
of the EMTs, it is difficult to assess the importance of training, experience and age with the
outcome of the data. For example, perhaps a newly trained EMT who is technology savvy would
have a different opinion versus one who has used the paper-based system for years and is not tech
savvy. Additionally, the data sample was small in size and geographical location. Future research
should address these issues.
There is room for improvement in the field of medicine, especially when it comes to
transferring data. Integrating existing hospital information systems with ambulance systems should
be a priority so that patient care reports and other important data could be easily and quickly sent
between medical professionals. Information would then be accessible in seconds, rather than
having time delays, data loss, and miscommunication. Sending quick reference sheets and patient
care reports electronically to one integrated system would improve patients’ outcomes.
Another important option to consider is a unified system could be the opportunity to follow
up on patients’ outcomes and see how specific interventions affected patients. The ability to access
previous patients’ data, EMS would have the room to improve and see what could have been done
differently. Also, in case of having the same patient again later, all the information would be
accessible through the system instantly. Solutions for implementing the quick reference sheet to the
patient care report could be making it the first page of a full report. Once that is filled out, it can be
sent to the hospital. Later, the report can just be continued without re-typing the same, gathered
information. At the end, when the full report is completed, it could just be updated in the system.
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FIGURE B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

